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Let M” be a smooth manifold with smooth vector fields v,, v2. The l-parameter groups defined 
by these vector fields combine to define an action of the free product Iw * W on M”. For suitable 
choice of u, , u2, the isotropy group Y of some basepoint is of the same homotopy type as the 
loop space of M”. Moreover, the natural linear representation of Y into O(n) defined by the 
Y-action on the tangent space at the basepoint deloops to the tangent bundle of M”. This 
observation can be amplified: k-dimensional vector bundles over M” are in 1-l correspondence 
with equivalence classes of smooth representations of Y into O(k). Consequently, for any CW 
complex C homotopy equivalent to a finite dimensional manifold, k-vector bundles over C may 
be identified with k-dimensional representations of 2 for some suitable subgroup _Y of R * Iw. 
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1. Introduction 
In [2] the notion of topological group was expanded slightly to define the notion 
of w-group. Briefly, a w-group G is a group which is also a topological space, the 
topology arising as the weak topology of increasing union for a filtration by a 
countable family of compact subsets Ki. The group inverse is, of course, continuous 
on G, but the group multiplication G x G + G need only be continuous with respect 
to the weak topology on G x G coming from its filtration by the subsets Ki x K,. 
(In [2], the set G x G with this topology was denoted G ic G to distinguish it from 
the product with the conventional Tychonoff topology.) It was shown that a w-group 
G has a classifying space BG-in other words, with minor modifications, the Milnor 
join construction [3] works equally well for w-groups. 
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One of the main results of [2] was that any connected countable finite dimensional 
CW complex C has the homotopy type of BT for an appropriate w-group Y. (In 
[2], this was stated for complexes that were locally finite as well, but this assumption 
is unneeded for either the result or the proof.) 
The present paper extends this result. Let C be a CW complex as above. If 
C - B.9, then, given a representation p of 3 into GL(I<; IR), i.e., p : _Y+ GL( k; R) 
is a continuous homomorphism, there is a k-vector bundle t(p) over C classified 
by the map C - B2?% BGL(k; R). One of the main results we shall establish is: 
1.1. Proposition. With C as above, there is a w-group 2 suck that C - BY and suck 
that for any k-vector bundle 5 over C, there is a representation p : Y -+ GL( k; R) for 
which [ is vector-bundle equivalent to t(p). 
In fact, for the w-groups 3 that arise in the course of our discussion, it will make 
sense to talk about smooth representations p : Y + GL( k; R). We avoid a definition 
for the moment; however, the representation p given by Proposition 1.1 will, in 
fact, be smooth in this sense. We shall call two smooth representations p, p’:Y+ 
GL( k; R) equivalent if and only if, up to conjugation by the element F = ( :, :‘) E 
GL( k; R), p is homotopic to p’ via a homotopy rr, : drp+ GL( k; R) with (T(, = p, (T, = p’ 
and or a smooth representation for 0 d tc 1. Proposition 1.1 is then seen to be 
subsumed under a stronger result. 
1.2. Theorem. Let C be as in Proposition 1 .l. Then there is a w-group 2’ with C - B5!? 
and suck that the assignment pi c(p) establishes a l-l correspondence between 
equivalence classes of smooth representations p : Lif+ GL( k; R) and equivalence classes 
of k-vector bundles over C. 
2. Dynamical polysystems and w-groups 
This section reviews some basic material from [2]. 
Let M” be a paracompact smooth (i.e., C”) manifold without boundary. A 
dynamicalpolysystem @ on M” is merely an ordered q-tuple (v,, . . , vy) of smooth, 
complete vector fields on M”. We use cp,(t) to denote the l-parameter group of 
diffeomorphisms generated by the complete vector field v,. the space of controls for 
@ is R”, which we think of as (lRy)I. The topology is that of increasing union of 
the countable family of compact subsets ([-j,j]“)‘, j = I, 2,. . Thus a control A 
is a sequence ay, . . , af, a,“_, , . .,a:_ ,,..., a’: ,..., al of real numbers. A deter- 
mines a self-diffeomorphism @(A): M” + M” by @(A) = cp,(aP)o . . .o cp,(al). 
Given p E M”, @(A)(p) is thus the endpoint of a well-determined trajectory starting 
at p, viz.: starting at p, follow the trajectory of v, for time a I, then that of v2 for 
time ai, and so forth, ending with a segment of a v,-trajectory for time a,“. Such 
a trajectory, consisting, piecewise, of segments of v,-trajectories (with either positive 
or negative orientation) will be called a @-trajectory. 
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An important result of Sussmann [4] says that for any M”, there exists a dynamical 
polysystem @ such that any two points of M” can be connected by a @-trajectory. 
In fact, we need only take 4 = 2, i.e., @ need only be a pair of vector fields v, , v2. 
The key property for (u, , v2) is that the Lie algebra generated by this pair (over the 
smooth functions on M”) has maximal rank n at each point. Pairs with this property 
always exist. Furthermore, for compact M”, dynamical polysystems @ = (u, , u2) 
with this property are open and dense in the space, suitably topologized, of pairs 
of smooth vector fields on M”. 
From now on, save for exceptions explicitly noted, we shall always assume q = 2. 
Consider now the group [w * R = free product of the group of additive reals 
with itself. There is an obvious set map (R’)m h If3 * IR, viz., 
(b’, &, b/-l &1 , . . . ? b’, a’) Z+ b’a’b’-‘a’ -’ . . . b’a’, and we topologize R * II8 
accordingl; with the quotient topology (since r is quite obviously onto). R * [w 
thereby acquires the weak topology of increasing union with respect to the compact 
sets K, = r([-j, j]“), j = 0, 1, . . . The group operation (R * IR) x (R * R) + [w * [w is 
then seen to be continuous with respect to the weak topology corresponding to the 
increasing family {K, x K,.}. (I.e., in the notation of [2], multiplication is continuous 
on (R * R) i< (R * R).) The inverse operation is, of course, continuous on [w * R. Thus, 
R * R becomes a w-group. 
It is obvious that for A E (IX*)“, the diffeomorphism @(A) (although not the 
@-trajectory from p to @(A)(p)) depends only on the image of A-denoted [Al-in 
53 * R. Consequently, there is a map R * Rx M” + M” which is continuous (with 
the caveat that for noncompact M”, one must employ the appropriate weak topology 
on the product). 
Now let p be an arbitrarily chosen basepoint in M”. For cy E R * R define the 
diffeomorphism I: M”+ M” by T(Q)= @(A) where (Y =[A]. One of the 
principal results of [2] implies the following as a special case. 
2.1. Proposition. The map @:R*R+ M” given by @:a~ly(cy)(p) is a$bration. 
The jber 6p is a closed sub-w-group ov R * R which is H-space equivalent to the loop 
space RM n. 
In fact, it is easily seen that not only is q : R * R + M” onto but, as well, there 
are local sections. That is, given y E M”, there is a neighborhood V of y and a 
section s : V+ R * II2 so that s 0 W = id,. To see this, consider the Euclidean space 
RZk which we think of as (R’)“. With the choice of basepoint p, the map A* 
@(A)(p) E M” may, of course, be restricted to (RI)‘. Let pr denote this restriction. 
The point is that given any y E M, we may find a k and an A E (R2)h so that y = 
@(A)p = (Pi and, moreover, A is a regular point of the smooth map (Pk. Thus, 
by the implicit function theorem, there is a neighborhood V of y and a local inverse 
u: V+ (lQ’)k with ~0~ 0 v = id”. Composing Vq (RZ)k + (R2)“+R * [w we obtain the 
section s. Consequently, it is readily seen that not only is (R * R)/3 in 1- 1 correspon- 
dence with M” but that this correspondence is a homeomorphism as well. For let 
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effective right Z-action given by ( (Y, A) H ah E R * [w. Thus, the induced OX”-bundle 
over M” is lR*RxR" mod the identification (E,z)-(ah,A’z) for (YER*R, 
A E 9, z E R”. Let t(p) designate this bundle. 
We identify t(p) with TM” as follows: first recall that T,M” has been identified 
linearly with R” in some fashion in order to create the specific representation p. 
Given a E R * IF!, z E R”, let f(a, z) = dV(c~)z E TVC,,,,,Mn. Now observe that 
f(ah, A-‘z) = dq(ah)(h-‘2) = &P(a) 0 ~Y(A)(A~‘z) 
= d?P(a)(Ah-‘z) = ~?P(cY)z =f(a, z). 
Therefore f respects the identifications on [w * R x R" and hence induces f, : t(p) + 
TM”. Clearly 
t(p)& TM” 
\ J 
M” 
commutes, and, equally clearly, f, is a linear isomorphism on fibers. Hence, f, is 
the desired vector bundle equivalence. Cl 
Now let 5 denote an arbitrary k-vector bundle over M”. We may assume 5 is 
smooth. Thus the total space E(t) is a smooth (n + k)-manifold with O-section M” 
embedded as a codimension-k submanifold. Let w,, w2 be arbitrary extensions of 
the vector fields u,, v2 on M” to smooth vector fields on E(t). With A = (w,, w,), 
we may obviously extend the (R * R)-action on M” to an action on E(t). x(a) 
denotes the diffeomorphism determined by cy E R * R. Thus x(cz)lM” = q(a). Quite 
obviously the action of R * R on E(c) is not transitive, since M” is invariant. 
Nonetheless, the basepoint p still has 9 as isotropy group for this extended action. 
Up to equivalence, 5 may be identified with a subbundle 5’ of TE([)\M. That is, 
5’ is the restriction to M of the bundle of tangents along the fibers of 5. So 
TE([)lM” = TM”@t’ . m a natural way. Clearly, there is a natural isomorphism of 
5’ with the quotient bundle TE( .$)I M”/ TM”. Consequently, for A E 9 we have the 
linear isomorphism dx(A) : T,,E([) * T,E([) and hence the linear transformation 
.$:,c T,E([) = T,E( 5) + T,E ([)/ T,,M = 6;. Abbreviate this as Dh : [A + CL, It 
is a straightforward observation that Dh 0 D, = D,, for A, p E Y. Thus, once we 
have chosen a specific parameterization of .$, (and therefore 6;) as R’, we obtain 
a representation D: .2’+ GL(k; R). As before, since M” - BL2, D induces a k-vector 
bundle t(D) over M”. Our next result, complementing Theorem 3.2 is: 
3.3. Theorem. t(D) is equivalent to 5’ and hence to 5. 
Proof. The proof is along similar lines to that of Theorem 3.2. We note that 6; (with 
its chosen parameterization as R’) is a left Z-space, i.e., Ay = D,y for A E 9, y E 6;. 
As before, R * R is a principal right Z-space. Thus c(D) is to be thought of as 
R * IF! x R” mod the identifications (cu, y) - (cub, A -‘y). 
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Let g : [w * R x Rh + 5’ be defined by thinking of [w’ as identified with ,$h and letting 
g be the composition 
R*Rx&- ‘I TE(c)(M 5 TE(‘$)jM/TM+ 
where d,(cu, y) = &(~y)y E T,,,,,,E([) and r is the obvious projection. 
As in Theorem 3.2 we see that for A E 9, 
g(aA, A-‘y) = n(&(~h)A~‘y) = S-(&(a) dA(A)A ‘4’) 
=~(d~(a)(A~‘Ay))=~d~(~u)l’=g(a,y). 
Here, we need to note that the third equality is justified by the observation that 
dA(A)A-‘y differs from A-‘Ay = ,V by an element in T,,M and that &(a) leaves TM 
invariant. From this point we proceed as in Theorem 3.2. We note that g, since it 
respects identifications on R * R x R“ defines a map g, : t(D) + 5’ so that 
commutes. Moreover g, is a linear isomorphism on fibers of t(D) and hence g, is 
a vector-bundle equivalence. Thus l(D) = 5’ I- 6. 0 
As promised in the Introduction we want some way of speaking of smoothness 
properties of a representation. To this end, consider a closed subset K of (R’)” and 
let f: K + V be a map into a smooth manifold. We shall say that f is smooth if and 
only if for all r, fl K n (R’)r is smooth in the usual sense, i.e., fl K n (R’)’ extends 
to a smooth map in an open neighborhood of K n (II’)’ in (IF!‘)‘. Note that the 
representation D : 2’+ GL(k; R) given in the context of Theorem 3.3 above is smooth 
in this sense. Thus 
3.4. Corollary. Any k-vector bundle over M” is induced by a representation D : 2 + 
GL( k; R) which is, in ,fact, smooth. 
We take note that the particular representation D arising in Theorems 3.3 and 
3.4 is specifically determined by the smooth vector bundle <, the smooth extensions 
of v,, v, to W,, w2 on E(t) and a linear parameterization of & as R“. Taking 5, 
along with the parameterization of &, as given, let us denote this representation as 
D(w,, 4. 
3.5. Lemma. Let (w,, w,) and (u,, u2) both be extensions of (v,, u2) to a pair of 
vector Jields on E(l). Then the representations D(w,, w2), D(u,, uJ : 2’+ GL( k; R) 
are homotopic. In fact, they are connected by a 1 -parameterfamily of smooth representa- 
tions. 
Proof. Let s,(t)=tu,+(l-f)w,, i-1,2, Octsl. Then (s,(t),s,(t)) is a pair of 
smooth extensions of (q(t), u2( t)) to E(l). Thus D(s,(t), s2(t)) is the desired 
l-parameter family. q 
3.6. Lemma. Let p : 2’+ GL( k; 5%) be an arbitrary smooth representation inducing the 
k-vector bundle 5 over M”. Then, for a suitable parameterization of & (and hence 6;) 
as Rk, there exist smooth vector fields w,, w2 on E(t) extending v, , v2 such that 
D(w,, wz) = p. In fact, the action of 3 on E(l) determined by w, , w2 will be via 
vector-bundle maps covering the action of 3 on M” and the action of de on &, will be 
that induced by p. 
We defer the proof of Lemma 3.6 in order to point out some consequences, 
including the main result Theorem 1.2. 
3.7. Corollary. Let p, u: Z+ GL(k; R) be smooth representations such that t(p) is 
equivalent to [(CT). Then p is homotopic through smooth representations to u’ where 
either CT’ = u or u’ = FuF where F = ((A :‘) E GL( k; R). 
Proof. There is a O-section-preserving bundle map E([( p)) = E([(u)) extending 
the identity on M”, so we might as well identify E([( p)) with E(l(u)) and simply 
denote this space E(5). Let (w,, w2), (u,, UJ be the extensions of (v,, v2) guaranteed 
by Lemma 3.6 for p and u repectively. Thus, the two representations D( w, , w,), 
D( u, , u2) : .T+ GL( k; R) coincide with p, u respectively, although it must be noted 
that D(w,, 4, D(u,, UJ may have been constructed using different parameteriz- 
ations of 6; as R”. If we consider the P-action on .$A determined by u,, u2 in the 
light of the parameterization of [A originally chosen for p, then we get a smooth 
representation 5 : LX?+ GL( k; R) differing from CT by conjugation in GL( k; R), i.e., 
c? = AuA-‘, A E GL( k; R) which measures the difference between parameterizations 
of l;. By virtue of Lemma 3.5, p is homotopic, through smooth representations, to 
CF. However, if A is orientation-preserving, then A is connected to I by a path B(t) 
and hence (T is homotopic to u via B(t)uB(t))‘, hence p is homotopic to u as 
required. If A is orientation-reversing, then we may assume B(t) connects A to F 
and correspondingly conclude that p is homotopic to FuF-‘. 0 
Thus, in the language of Section 1, if t(p) is vector-bundle equivalent to t(v), 
then p is equivalent to u. The converse of this fact is obvious. This observation 
leads to: 
3.8. Corollary. Equivalence classes of vector bundles over M” are in l-l corre- 
spondence with equivalence classes of smooth representations p : 2’+ GL( k; R), the 
correspondence being induced by the assignment p H t(p). 
Proof. As noted, the equivalence class of t(p) depends only on the equivalence 
class of p. By Corollary 3.4, every k-vector bundle on M” is induced by a smooth 
representation of 2 into GL(k; R) while Corollary 3.7 ensures that representations 
giving rise to equivalent bundles are themselves equivalent. q 
The main result Theorem 1.2 is an immediate consequence. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let C be as in Theorem 1.2, a connected countable finite 
dimensional CW complex. Then C has a smooth thickening, i.e., there is a paracom- 
pact manifold M” with C - M” (see [5]). Consequently, if we construct .Y by 
choosing vector fields u, , v2 on M” along with a basepoint p, we see C - B-Y. Since 
k-vector bundles over C, up to equivalence, correspond to k-vector bundles over 
M”, we are done. 0 
We now turn our attention to oriented vector bundles and get a related result. 
Let GL+(k; R) be the orientation-preserving compoent of GL(k; I&!). With M”, 2 
as usual, consider smooth representations p:T+GL+(k; R). Call two such 
equivalent if and only if they are homotopic through smooth representations. The 
foregoing arguments are easily modified to prove 
3.9. Corollary. Equivalence classes of oriented k-vector bundles are in l-l correspon- 
dence with equivalence classes of smooth representations 2’+ GL+( k; R). 
More generally, we have: 
3.10. Corollary. Let C be as in Theorem 1.2. Then there is a w-group 2 (the same 
as constructed in the proof of Theorem 1.2) such that equivalence classes of oriented 
k-vector bundles over Care in l- 1 correspondence with equivalence classes of represen ta- 
tions T+GL+(k; R). 
It remains to prove Lemma 3.6. 
Proof of Lemma 3.6. Consider an arbitrary smooth representation p : 2’+ GL( k; R). 
We may construct the corresponding k-vector bundle t(p) over M” as follows: 
Consider R * [w x R”. [w * R is, as previously, a right T-space, while the left action 
of 2 on R” is given by the representation p. We construct E(e( p)) over M” as the 
set of equivalence classes of points in R * R x Rk where (cu, z) - (cwh, K’z). 
Let [a, z] denote the class of (a, z) in 5(p). E([( a)) projects onto M” via 
[a, z] + a2 E R * R/Z = M”, where the quotient means left cosets. We characterize 
E(,$( p)) as a smooth manifold of dimension n + k. Let q E M” be an arbitrary point 
and A E (R*)’ an element such that T(A)p = q. If P(B) denotes B ++ [B]p, we may 
choose A, r so that PI (RZ)r has maximal rank n at A (see [2,4]). We may find via 
the implicit function theorem a smooth map G, : U, + (R’)‘, defined on a neighbor- 
hood U, of q and such that P 0 G, = idI,<, (whence G, is an embedding). We obtain 
a map yy : U, +R * R by composing G, with the projection (R2)“+R * R. 
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With 5 = l(p), we obtain an atlas of smooth charts on E (5) as follows. Given 
q E M”, an appropriate choice of A E P-‘q, and a suitable neighborhood U,, let 
V,=y,U,. Then, under R*RxR”+IR *RxR’/-- = E(c), VqxRk maps onto 
E(t] U,) via a bundle map cy. The smoothness structure on V, corresponds to that 
on U, and, crossing with the standard lRk, we get a smooth structure on V, x R” and 
hence on E([ 1 U,). Obviously, the union of such charts covers E(t). Consider 
U,, U,. and E([j U, n U,.). With W,, W,, denoting, respectively, yq( Uq n U,.) and 
yy( U, n U,,), we see that the homeomorphism 
I 
W,xR (“I E({(U,n Cl,,))--% Wq.xRh 
may be characterized as (y,(x), z) H (y,(x)y,(x)-‘y,(x), r,,‘(x)z) = (y,(x), 
y,!(x)y,(x)z) for x E U, n U,., z E [wk. The composition here is group product in 
IR * R. Note that y,(x)y,(x))’ and its inverse y,(x)y,(x)-’ are in 2’. Now, since 
G,, G,, are smooth and since the representation p : dip+ GL(k; 52) is smooth in the 
sense given above, it will easily follow that c;’ 0 cy is smooth, as is its inverse c,’ 0 c,,. 
Thus cy.’ 0 cq is a diffeomorphism. 
We now define the vector fields w, , w2 on E (5) which will have the properties 
asserted by Lemma 3.6. Let y E E(5) be represented by (a, z) E R * [w x R”. Then we 
may obtain a trajectory f( t) in R * R x R” through (a, z) (at f = 0) by setting 
(a) f(t) = (LO, fb, 2). 
(Here [0, t] merely denotes the image of (0, t) E IF!’ in R * R.) Composing with 
projection onto E (5) we obtain a trajectory f, ( t) in E (5) passing through y at t = 0. 
We define w,(y) to be the tangent to f, at t = 0 (which is an element of 7;E(t)). 
Similarly, there is another trajectory 
(b) g(t) = ([t, OILY, 2) 
through (cy, z) with image g,(t) in E(t), and we define w2(y) to be the tangent to 
g, at t = 0. 
It is obvious that for y E M” c E(t), w,(y), w2(y) coincide with v,, u2 respectively. 
Nonetheless, we must show that w, , w2 are well defined at an arbitrary point y E E( 5). 
In the case of w, , consider some other representative, (p, z’) of y. Thus z’ = p-‘crz. 
The corresponding trajectoryf’(t) is ([0, t]/3, z’) but ([0, t]P, z’) = ([0, j]P, Pm’CYZ) - 
([O, flPP-‘% a-’ pp-‘a%) = ([0, t]a, z). Consequentlyf{ =f, as trajectories in E(5). 
It follows that w, is well defined. The argument for w2 is identical. 
We now show that w,, w2 are, in fact, smooth vector fields on E (5). For q E M”, 
let x, z, t E U, x Rk x R. Define O(u, t) = y,q([O, r]y,(x))p, which certainly makes 
sense for sufficiently small /tl. Consider the map h :x, z, t ++ (0(x, I), 
0(x, t)-‘[0, t]y,(~)z), i.e., h is a map from a neighborhood N of U, x R” x 0 in 
U, x R” x R to V, x tRk c IF8 * RX [Wk. Composing with projection to E(t), we get a 
map j: N + E(.$( U,). We claim that j is smooth and that j) U, x Rh x 0 is merely 
themap U,xW - k Y*,Xld vq XRk; E (51 Uq), with j(x, 0,O) =x. We have a standard 
vector field a/at on CJ, x lRh x R (where t denotes the last coordinate corresponding 
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to the factor R), so we may define W, E T,( ,.=, , E(c) as W, = dj (~?/at),,,,,,. Since j is 
a diffeomorphism on U, xR” x0, W, is a well-defined smooth vector field on 
E(51 U,). 
We now claim that W, = w, on E(& U,). For, given a fixed (x, z), we have the 
trajectory f(t) = h (x, z, t) in R * RX [WA, with f(0) = h(x, z, 0) = (y,(x), z). Compos- 
ing f with projection onto E(e), we obtain a smooth trajectory f,(t) whose tangent 
vector at f,(O) is W,(f,(O)). But we see that 
T(t) = /1(x, 2, t) = (0(x, 1), 0(x, t)_‘[O, f]Y,(X)Z) 
= NO, tlY,(x), 2). 
In other words f(t) -f’(t) where f( t) is defined by equation (a) above, cy having 
been replaced by Ye. So, as trajectories in E(t), 7, coincides with f, (at least 
where yI is defined). Thus W, = w, at the image in E(l) of (yyx, z). But of course, 
an arbitrary point in E(t1 Cl,) is of this form, so W, = w, throughout E(&] U,), thus 
w, is globally smooth on E(e). An identical proof works for wl. 
From the construction of w,, w2 on E(t), we may readily conclude the following: 
Let (cu, z) E [w * [w x R“ with image y E E(Z;). Then the trajectory ([0, t]~, z) in R * RX 
Iw’ has, as its image the w,-trajectory in E(c) through y at t = 0. Similarly, the 
trajectory ([f, OILY, z) has as its image the w,-trajectory through ~1 at I = 0. 
Let X(Q) denote the diffeomorphism of E(t) determined by w,, w2 and a E R * R. 
It easily follows from the preceding paragraph that with y = image( cy, z), the image 
y, of (pa, z) in E(l) coincides with A(p)y. Consequently, if we consider y E & and 
represent it by (e, z) (where e denotes the identity element of R * R) it then becomes 
obvious that for A E 2, A(A)y = image(h, 4’) = image(e, Ay). Thus &, is invariant with 
respect to the Y-action on E(5) and, in fact, 22 acts linearly on & (and consequently 
on &$), the action coinciding with the originally-given representation p:=Y+ 
CL(k; R). (More generally A E Y carries & linearly to Si when A4 = q’.) This 
completes the proof of Lemma 3.6. q 
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